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Ø Mo8va8on: Lyman-α emission as a probe of the high-z universe

Ø Blind surveys in Deep Fields with MUSE
Ø Proper8es of faint Ly-α selected galaxies
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Ø Extended Ly-α emission around high-z galaxies
Ø Implica8ons for the demographics of Ly-α emiIers
Ø What is the origin of extended Ly-α haloes?

Progenitors of Milky Way-type galaxies

Fig. 1.— Evolution of the MW galaxy from redshift z=10 to
Mpc in comoving scale. The gas follows the distribution of dar
Theregions
growth
history
of a `simulated MW´:
density
along
the filaments.

● most massive progenitor

mostly below spectroscopic
sensi/vity limit

● median of all progenitors

MW progenitors were
numerous and faint

2012
(alsoofDayal
& Libeskind
2012)
Fig. 2.—Yajima+
The growth
history
the MW
galaxy. Top
panel:
individual star formation history of the most massive 60 proge

High-redshi. Ly-α emiIers from narrowband imaging
Broad band images (BVRiz)

NB503

+ spectroscopic
follow-up!

Ouchi+ 2008

High-redshi. Ly-α emiIers from narrowband imaging

HUDF

Data obtained with Subaru Suprime-Cam
Yamada+ 2012

MUSE: 300 × 300 spaxels, 0.2″ × 0.2″ per spaxel

in a nutshell:
q 2nd genera/on instrument for ESO VLT
q Integral Field Spectrograph in op/cal domain:
● 1' × 1' ﬁeld of view (in Wide Field Mode)
● 0.2" × 0.2" spa/al pixels
à 90,000 spectra on 24 spectrographs
● (Ground-layer) Adap/ve Op/cs support
q developed by consor/um of 6 ins/tutes + ESO
q in opera/on since 2014; with AO since 2017

Integral ﬁeld spectroscopy: The concept
extracted
monochroma/c
image
extracted
spectrum
(any pixel)

Data
cube

The MUSE principle: Slicing the focal plane

Image slicer

Pseudo-slitlets
à spectrograph
Separator

Since Jan 2014: MUSE is on the VLT

MUSE: 300 × 300 spaxels, 0.2″ × 0.2″ per spaxel

Keck Cosmic
Web Imager:
58 × 24 spaxels,
0.35″ × 0.35″

MUSE-Deep and MUSE-Wide

A&A proofs: manuscript

Chandra Deep Field South /
Hubble Ultra Deep Field
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Fig. 1. Location of the MUSE field of view within the HDFS F814W
image. The star used in the slow guiding system is indicated in red and
the brightest star in the field (R=19.6) in blue.

MUSE-Deep:
9 arcmin2
at 10h depth,
1 arcmin2
at 31h depth

MUSE-Wide:
100 arcmin2
at 1h depth

+ Hubble Deep
Field South:
1 arcmin2
at 27h depth

seeing achieved in the science exposure than the values given by
the DIMM seeing monitor. An astrometric solution was derived
using an o↵-center field of a globular cluster with HST data. A
set of spectrophotometric standard stars was also observed when
the conditions were photometric.
In total, 60 exposures of 30 mn integration time were obtained. A few exposures were obtained in cloudy conditions and
were discarded. One exposure was lost due to an unexpected
VLT guide star change in the middle of the exposure. The remaining number of exposures was 54, with a total integration
time of 27 hours. One of these exposures was o↵set by approximately half the field of view to test the performance of the SGS
guiding on a faint galaxy.
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3. Data Reduction and Performance analysis
3.1. Data reduction process

The data were reduced with version 0.90 of the MUSE standard
pipeline. The pipeline will be described in detail in Weilbacher
et al (in prep.)2 . We summarize the main steps to produce the
fully reduced data cube:
1. Bias, arcs and flat field master calibration solutions were created using a set of standard calibration exposures obtained
each night.
2. Bias images were subtracted from each science frame. Given
its low value, the dark current (⇠ 1 e– .hour–1 , that is 0.5 e–
per exposure) was neglected. Next, the science frames were
flat-fielded using the master flat field and renormalized using
the attached flat field as an illumination correction. An additional flat-field correction was performed using the twilight
2

A short description is also given in Weilbacher et al. (2012)
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The Hubble Deep Field South, observed with MUSE

Hubble:

MUSE:
http:bit.ly/museaip

300 Lyα emiIers with spectra within 2 arcmin2

Wisotzki+ 2018

HST image (F814W = rest-frame UV)

MUSE image in Lyα line

z = 5.08
4.22
4.70
m814 >
= 29.0
25.9
27.9

(con/nuum subtracted)

Redshi.s in the MUSE-Deep UDF mosaic
Previous spectroscopic redshios within MUSE footprint: 143

m=25

z=3

Redshi.s in the MUSE-Deep UDF mosaic
MUSE redshios combined: 1443 /

previously known: 143

Magnitudes and redshi.s in MUSE-Wide DR1 (44 arcmin2 in CDFS)

MUSE redshios: 1859 /

previously known: 330

MUV*

Urru/a+ 2019

Stellar masses of galaxies in MUSE-Wide

Urru/a+ 2019

Spectral stacks of LAEs (z > 2.9) as func8on of stellar mass

Feltre+ 2020, submiped

Lyman-α emiIers undetected by HST
LAEs & counterparts in the
Hubble Ultra-Deep Field:

HST image stacks:

Maseda+ 2018

Faint LAEs have an elevated ionizing photon produc8on eﬃciency

Maseda+ 2020

Extended Lyα emission around low-mass galaxies
in 30h exposure with MUSE
with 0.7 arcsec Seeing:

galaxy
in HST

convolved
with
MUSE PSF

Wisotzki+ 2016

8
Steidel et al.
Previous
searches for extended
Lyman-α emission from normal galaxies:
Narrowband imaging and stacking of 100s ... 1000s of galaxies

Mean UV con/nuum

Steidel et al.

The Astrophysical Journal, 776:75 (15pp), 2013 October 20

Mean Ly-α

The Astrophysical Journal, 776:75 (15pp), 2013 October 20

Point source

Mean Ly-α
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“Lya haloes are too diﬀuse and faint
to be detected for
146 Ly-α em., z≈3
92 LBGs,galaxies
z=2–3
high-z
on an individual basis.”

F IG . 4.— (Left:) Scaled far-UV continuum image produced (as described in the text) from the average of 92 continuum-selected LBGs, drawn from 3
independent fields. The regions shown are 20′′ (≃ 160 kpc physical at z = 2.65) on a side, with a grid spacing of 2′′ . (Right:) The continuum-subtracted,
40
stacked Lyα image for the same sample of galaxies. In both panels, the contours are logarithmically
spaced
in surface
with the
lowest contour
shown
Figure
1. On the
left is thebrightness
median-combined
statistically
complete sub-sample
on the right is the m
0 of 146 C-O310Lyα emitters;20
30
at ≃ 2.5 × 10!19 ergs s!1 cm!2 arcsec!2 .
sources from the same image. The grayscale stretch is linear for each stack, and ranges from -1σ to 0.15p, where σ is the stan
corners of each image and p is the peak pixel value in ADU. There is no apparent difference
between
the two stacks. Formally,
Radius
(arcsec)
eft:) Scaled far-UV continuum image produced (as described in the text) from the average of 92 continuum-selected LBGs, drawn from 3

Feldmeier+ 2013

-16
10
“The

level of sensi/vity to low surface brightness emission
is unlikely to improve by large factors using the current
-17
10
genera/on of ground-based telescopes.”
cont

Sample

10-18
10-19

Ly-α

Lyα surface brightness
[erg s-1 cm-2 arcsec-2]

lds. The regions shown are 20′′ (≃ 160 kpc physical at z = 2.65) on a side, with a grid spacing of 2′′ . (Right:) The continuum-subtracted, larger than the stellar sources, but the uncertainties are of comparable magnitude (5%).
20
age for the same sample of galaxies. In both panels, the contours are logarithmically spaced in surface brightness with the lowest contour shown
9 ergs s!1 cm!2 arcsec!2 .
Table 1
Sub-sample Properties

Number of LAEs

⟨z⟩

Median
Effective Narrow-band
Exposure Time
25SeeingLyα haloes
Diffuse
at z = 2.2–6.6
113
(hr)

C-O3 total
241
3.10
1.′′ 0
24.00
C-O3 statistically complete
146
3.10
1.′′ 0
24.00
30
′′
C-O3 UV bright
28
3.10
1. 0
24.00
′′
C-O3 high EW
60
3.10
1. 0
24.00
′′
C-O3 low EW
60
3.10
1. 0
24.00
′′
K-O3 total
179
3.12
1.
15.67
351
K-O3 statistically complete
124
3.12
1.′′ 1
15.67
K-O3 UV bright
19
3.12
1.′′ 1
15.67
K-O3 high EW
44
3.12
1.′′ 1
15.67
′′ 1
40
K-O3 low EW
44
3.12
1.
15.67
10
20
30
O2 total
187
2.07
1.′′ 4 0
35.75
O2 statistically complete
69
2.07
1.′′ 4
35.75
Radius
(arcsec)
O2 UV bright
27
2.07
1.′′ 4
35.75
Figure 2. Azimuthally
averaged
surface
star constructed for
O2 high EW
46
2.07
1.′′ 4 brightness profile of a35.75
−1
−2
′′
defined as 146ADU s =
25 mag arcsec
. The red open triangles
O2 low EW
2.07
1. 4
35.75denote the sma

100–3600 Ly-α em.

filled squares represent the merger of the DAOPHOT PSF (at small radii) with the

PSF
normalized
to determined
the small-scale
PSF. For reference, the dashed vertical line
Note. a Equivalent widths are
allwas
rest-frame,
and were
from photometry.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
simple procedure does not full
et al. 2011) of the GOODS-S region. These objects were ree observed average surface brightness profile for the 1220
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Steidel+ 2011

Momose+ 2014

Extended Lyα emission
in 30h exposure with MUSE
with 0.7 arcsec Seeing:

Typical limit of narrowband imaging:

~1 × 10-18 erg s-1 cm-2 arcsec-2 (1σ)

outer contour at

1 × 10-19 erg s-1 cm-2 arcsec-2

Wisotzki+ 2016

Lyα haloes around individual galaxies at z>3 are ubiquitous

Growth curves of Lyman-α haloes in MUSE Deep data

expected range of virial radii
for -15 < MUV < -20

Intrinsic size
of UV con/nuum

Going even fainter: Stacking of extremely faint LAEs
Surface brightness proﬁle of median-stacked image:

expected range of virial radii
for -15 < MUV < -20

Extended Lyα emission ≈ ﬁlling the DM halo!
Wisotzki+ 2018

Lyα “haloes” vs. Lyα “blobs”
Lyα blobs:
q Giant nebulae (>100 kpc at
SB > 10-18 erg s-1 cm-2 arcsec-2)
q known since 20 years.
q Rare!
q Ooen the “main” galaxy is unclear;
q very ooen related to AGN.

Hayashino+ 2004

Lyα haloes:
q 1–2 orders of magnitude
fainter than blobs!
q also much smaller;
q extremely common;
q always around a galaxy;
q normal, low-mass
star-forming systems.

Wisotzki+ 2016

Questions arising:
1. Why does more than ~50% of the Lyα emission come from
extended regions? How is it produced (and powered)?
2. What are the implications for the demographics of Lyα emitting galaxies?

Questions arising:
1. Why does more than ~50% of the Lyα emission come from such
extended regions? How is it powered?
2. What are the implications for the demographics of Lyα emitting
galaxies?

Lyman-α haloes and the Lyα luminosity func8on
q

Extended nature of Lyα haloes relevant for demographics
in 2 ways:

● Measurements through small apertures or spectrograph slits
loose a large fraction of the total Lyα flux
Ø

Lyα luminosities / equivalent widths / escape fractions
biased low!

● Extended sources are harder to detect that point sources
at given total flux
Ø

Huge impact on actual flux limits and selection function
of Lyα emitter surveys (not just MUSE, but all!)

Flux
S/N

Real
galaxy,
typical
Lyα halo

Flux

f [erg s-1 cm-2] =

S/N

Point
source

4 × 10-17

2 × 10-17

1 × 10-17

5 × 10-18

Reassessing the Lyα luminosity func8on at z > 3
MUSE-Wide LAE Selection Function (1/2)MUSE-Wide LAE Selection Function (2/2)
function
for perfect
point sources:
Selec8on
func8on
MUSE-Wide fromSelection
fake source
inser8on
experiments:
Selection
function
for realfor
LAEs:

Lyα ﬂux [cgs units]

10-16

using point sources (wrong!)
100% recovery

using real sources
100% recovery

10-17

10-18

0% recovery
4.0
3.0

5.0
redshio

6.0

0% recovery
4.0
3.0

5.0
redshio

18 / 28

6.0

⇒ Lyα surveys are (generally!) less deep than thought.
Herenz+ 2019

Reassessing the Lyα luminosity func8on at z > 3

Herenz+ 2019

Reassessing the Lyα luminosity func8on at z > 3

MUSE-Deep

MUSE-Wide

•

Space density higher than previous es8mates by factor 3–5 at faint end.

•

LF rising steeply down to faintest luminosi8es.

•

If Lyα mostly powered by hot stars à signiﬁcant impact on LyC produc8on
Drake+ 2017;
Herenz+ 2019

How well do we know the LAE selec8on func8on?
MUSE-Wide LAE Selection Function (1/2)MUSE-Wide LAE Selection Function (2/2)
function
for perfect
point sources:
Selec8on
func8on
MUSE-Wide fromSelection
fake source
inser8on
experiments:
Selection
function
for realfor
LAEs:

using real sources (but which?)
Lyα ﬂux [cgs units]

10-16

10-17

10-18

using point sources (wrong!)
100% recovery

100% recovery

We will not get the Luminosity Func8on right
un8l we understand the selec8on func8on much beIer!
0% recovery
4.0
3.0

5.0
redshio

6.0

0% recovery
4.0
3.0

18 / 28

5.0
redshio

6.0

Questions arising:
1. Why does more than ~50% of the Lyα emission come from such
extended regions? How is it produced (and powered)?
2. What are the implications for the demographics of Lyα emitting galaxies?

A typical Lyα halo at z≈4: A closer look
Phenomenological model: Compact core ≈ UV con8nuum + extended exponen8al

⊛ PSF,
scaled

2 parameters for extended emission: • Flux frac8on in the halo, Xh = Fh/Ftotal
• Scale length of halo

Most of the observed Lyα photons come from the halo!
q

Lyα halo luminosity frac/on: Xh = Lhalo / Ltotal

q

Measured values: 10% < Xh < 100%, average: 65%

q

No correla/on with sizes or luminosi/es!

Leclercq+ 2017

A typical Lyα halo at z≈4: A closer look
Equivalent width increase from ~10 Å at r=0 ➞ >104 Å at r > 10 kpc

à Extended Lyα emission cannot be produced in situ by stars!

Can Lyα haloes be faked by satellite galaxies?
Stack of >3000 LAEs:

Diffuse Lyα

Single LAE:

à Satellites not a viable explana8on for individual Lyα haloes!

Momose+ 2014
Figure 1. Composite continuum (top panels) and Lyα (bottom panels) images of our LAEs produced by the mea
we show z = 2.2, 3.1, 3.7, 5.7, and 6.6 LAE images.

Origin of the extended Lyα emission
1. Lyα from recombina8on inside galaxies, then scaIered outwards?

● Required: Young stars in the galaxies; enough circumgalac/c H I
● A simple expanding shell + Radia/ve Transfer model can roughly

reproduce the observed Lyα spectra, but it fails on the radial proﬁles.

● Other models do OK for the radial proﬁles, but don’t get the spectra right.
● Extended haloes also not predicted in galaxy forma/on simula/ons.
à Plausible scenario, but physics s/ll to be understood!

Lyα escape from galaxies: A two-stage challenge!
Aoer the ISM there is the CGM!
• some Lyα reaches us from ISM:
➞ shape ≈ UV con/nuum
• some Lyα only from CGM:
• scapering oﬀ H I
• (or maybe created in situ
through ﬂuorescence)
➞ extended halo

LyC

ISM
LyC
Circumgalac8c
medium

Origin of the extended Lyα emission
1. Lyα from recombina8on inside galaxies, then scaIered outwards?
2. Lyα from collisional excita8on in accre8ng intergalac8c gas?
● Predicted by simula/ons, but very uncertain;
● could maybe explain “Lyα blobs” residing in very overdense loca/ons;
● but probably subdominant in low-mass haloes;

Applying the traditional method of giving a merged cell a childrenaveraged ionization state can sometimes result in a combination of
temperature and ionized state which causes it to outshine whole
galaxies in Lyα emissivity (see discussion in Section 4.1). To prevent this, we enforce a photoionization equilibrium (PIE) ionization
state to merged cells, assuming the children-averaged values of gas
density, pressure and UV flux.

3 P H Y S I C A L P RO P E RT I E S O F T H R E E
HALOES

Lyα cooling radia8on inIn this
numerical
simula8ons
section, we first review
the qualitative properties of our three
simulated haloes, and define the different phases of the intrahalo
gas. We then describe in detail the impact of self-shielding on
the ionization and thermal states of cold streams, and discuss the

Lyα surface brightness

Gas column density

Rosdahl & Blaizot 2012

Downloaded from http://mnras.oxfordjournals.org/ at European Southern Observatory on No

PSF = 0.6″

Figure 10. Top row: mock images showing predicted observed su
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Origin of the extended Lyα emission
1. Lyα from recombina8on inside galaxies, then scaIered outwards?
2. Lyα from collisional excita8on in accre8ng intergalac8c gas?
3. Lyα from UV ﬂuorescence?
● requires that enough Lyman Con/nuum photons escape from galaxies;
● à Lyα nebulae around luminous quasars!
● not clear whether relevant for `normal’ LAE haloes
● At transi/on to IGM: Fluorescence by UV background becomes relevant.

Lyα nebulae around quasars

Borisova+ 2016

Origin of the extended Lyα emission
1. Lyα from recombina8on inside galaxies, then scaIered outwards?
2. Lyα from collisional excita8on in accre8ng intergalac8c gas?
3. Lyα from UV ﬂuorescence?
All s/ll very uncertain!
à Further insights from spa/ally resolved spectra of Lyα haloes.

§ Also provided by (the same) MUSE Deep Field data
§ but very high S/N requirements à only brightest LAEs possible

Evidence for a scaIering origin of Ly haloes
from spa8ally resolved MUSE spectroscopy

core

halo

Leclercq+ 2020

Evidence for a scaIering origin of Ly haloes
from spa8ally resolved MUSE spectroscopy

à The broader the line in the halo, the
higher the luminosity frac8on in the halo!
Leclercq+ 2020

Conclusions
With MUSE we have introduced a completely new approach
to perform deep spectroscopic surveys

This has opened a window to study the popula8on proper8es
of low-mass galaxies at high redshi.s.

Star-forming galaxies at 3 < z < 6 are nearly always surrounded by
large gaseous haloes with cool-warm gas,
producing extended Lyα emission by scaIering

Nearly all the sky is covered by Lyα emission
from high-redshi. galaxies

Wisotzki+ 2018

The next step: The MUSE eXtremely Deep Field (MXDF)

•

155h exposure of a single circular ﬁeld, 1ʹ diameter

•

with ground-layer adap8ve op8cs: median image quality of 0.48″

•

possibly the deepest op8cal spectroscopic observa8on ever.

Data are taken – stay tuned ...

